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sbau2021 introduction

crossroads 
Building the resilient city

Seoul Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism 2021 Presentation leaflet

" The third edition of the Seoul Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism is one of the first architectural 
events produced in the context of a pandemic that profoundly challenges the functioning of our modern, 
technological civilization. These transformations will certainly have an impact on the way we organize our 
living spaces, perhaps in favor of more hybrid, even a-programmatic architectures. This crisis is probably the 
harbinger of the end of the much-criticized "form follows function” leitmotiv of modern architecture. 
Cities, at the heart of global issues, are facing unprecedented challenges: sanitary risks, climate change, 
industrial decline, technological competitiveness, and management of migration flows. The Seoul Biennale 
offers the public a platform for exchanging and discovering experiences and projects carried out in more 
than a hundred cities and metropolises around the world. This is why I thought it was right to place this 
edition under the sign of resilience. 
Entitled "CROSSROADS, Building the Resilient City", the Biennial continues its exploration of cities through 
architecture, urban planning, art and design, by highlighting the virtues of dialogue and the crossroads of 
knowledge, to open up, through a series of exhibitions and events, a thinking in action on the city of the 
future. The concept of urban resilience derives from the concept of ecological resilience, defined by the 
Canadian ecologist C.S. Holling. Literally, it refers to the ability to regain a balance after a disruption, to 
overcome an ordeal by adapting to limit its impact. With resilience, we abandon the illusion of zero risk to 
focus on reducing vulnerability and making the city more robust more robust against unexpected situations. 
Resilience, applied to the city, makes it possible to deal with uncertainty and obsolescence. It is also a 
necessary condition for sustainability, a process that leads to a reconnection with the environment, a new 
urban ideal, conceived as a complex, flexible and agile system. What kind of expertise, resources and tools 
do we have to resilience through architecture?
In contrast to the optimal and functional city of urban planners, designed in terms of efficiency and the 
rationalization of resources and functions, the urban spaces that are the opposite of this today appear as 
those that allow the most rapid and effective and therefore the most resilient adaptation. It is urgent to 
go beyond a standardized vision of the city, to discover its unknown areas, and to bring together places 
that have not been in communication with each other. The current context forces us to rethink the city and 
architecture, by creating new links and combinations to enable urban planners, architects, developers, 
builders and inhabitants, to work together toward the creation of a more sustainable city.
Through this edition, I am asserting the importance of dialogue, of cross-fertilization of expertise and 
approaches, as a nourishing ground for architectural design and urban planning, a space for the fertilization 
of new territories. They allow us to grasp the transformation of historic cities into metropolises, innovations 
linked to new types of buildings or infrastructures, new social relations and design processes, and thus 
the creation of a contemporary urbanity of sharing and mutualization. I hope this event will create an 
opportunity to question, discover and be nourished by multifaceted, rich and inspiring substance. I wish for 
a Biennale that does not separate but brings together, assembles and merges the fields of reflection, and 
manifests the creative force of interactions, creating a new type of physical network expanding the limits of 
architecture." 

Dominique Perrault, 
General Director of the Seoul Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism,

May 2021
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a Biennale of architecture 
and Urbanism in seoul

september 16 - october 31, 2021

the seoul biennale of architecture and urbanism will 
be held from september 16 to october 31, 2021. With 
nearly 10 million inhabitants, seoul is one of the most 
representative examples of major contemporary 
metropolises and therefore is particularly relevant 
to host this international event, which is focused on 
the evolution of cities and metropolises around the 
world. claiming a strong link between architecture 
and urban planning, the biennale wishes to offer a 
platform for exchange, discovery and enhancement 
of projects and research that question the city of 
today and tomorrow. 

After two first editions, entitled "Imminent Commons" 
(2017) and "Collective City" (2019), the third edition 
of this Biennale, entitled "CROSSROADS Building the 
Resilient City", will continue its exploration of the 
world's cities. While some 50 cities were represented 
in 2017, then 85 in 2019, Seoul would like to welcome, 
in 2021, contributions from more than a hundred cities 
from the five continents.

in february 2020, dominique perrault was appointed 
general director of the 3rd seoul biennale of 
architecture and urbanism

Dominique Perrault has a strong relationship with the
City of Seoul, thanks notably to the construction of the
Ewha Woman’s University in 2008 and more recently
with the ongoing Gangnam International Transit
Center, an underground infrastructure fully lit with
natural light through an unprecedented glass structure
dubbed the "Lightbeam".

Like projects and research works twhich strongly link
architecture, landscape and urban planning, Dominique 
Perrault wishes to mark a further step towards
affirming the place of cities as privileged spaces for
the development of a more sustainable world, and
wishes to affirm the central role that architecture and
urban planning can play in this objective.
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Reviews서울도시건축비엔날레의 성과Strategies and Programs서울도시건축비엔날레의 전략 및 프로그램

서울도시건축비엔날레의 전략 서울도시건축비엔날레의 성과Strategies Reviews

서울도시건축비엔날레의 프로그램 Programs

연구중심
Research

주제의 작가적 해석
Artistic examination of themes

주요 서울시 정책 소개
Introduction of the urban and 
architecture politics of Seoul

서울 현장에서의 실질적 실험
Experimental studies of Seoul

세계 도시 현안 및 공공 프로젝트 소개
Introduction of urban issues and 

public projects of world cities

국내외 대학 연계 및 연구
Academic research of universities

주제전
Thematic 
Exhibition

도시전
Cities 

Exhibition

글로벌 스튜디오

Global Studios

서울전
Seoul 

Exhibition

현장프로젝트

Live Projects

  도시, 건축을 매개로 민관학과 협력하여 도시를 연구, 미래를 위한 방향성 제안
Engaging in cities and architecture, functions as a laboratory of the politics and initiatives

도시건축 콘텐츠 축적
Accumulative urban 

and architectural 
research

시정 소통의 활용
Partnership with 
city government

도시건축 정책 선도
Leading urban 

policies

시정연계
Governance

국내외 교류
Network

Seoul Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism 2021 Presentation leaflet

In 2017

• 467 000 visitors

• 50 cities / 98 Institutions / 38 Universities
• 1600 participants

sBaU2021 daTa 

In 2019

• 718 000 visitors

• 80 cities / 143 Institutions / 60 Universities
• 1730 participants
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sbau2021 thème 
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crossroads 
Building the resilient city
the sbau 2021, entitled “crossroads building
the resilient city ”, will attempt to respond to the
complexity of the relationships that shape our cities
and to the key time that humanity
is currently facing by drafting a manifesto for a more
sustainable city.

The Seoul Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism 2021
(SBAU2021) will be the first international architectural
event produced in the aftermath of a pandemic that is
altering and challenging our lifestyles and civilization,
placing cities at the heart of complex issues. The
theme, based on action and resilience, illustrates the
desire to make this event a place of convergence,
considering, more than ever, the city as a collective
invention. The Biennial intends to bring together
various perspectives and skills in order to reflect on the
city as a more sustainable, resilient and comfortable
place for its inhabitants.

The Biennial will promote the theme of "crossroads",
considering cities and metropolises as spaces of
superposition, complex and constructed interactions
between inhabitants, buildings,infrastructures,mo
vements and regulations. Echoing the dynamics of 
urban planning, the SBAU2021 will gather participants 
representing a broad range of expertise: architects 
and urban planners, representatives from cities and 
metropolises, but also experts in science, engineering, 
humanities, artists, academics or students. Using a 
wind rose as its symbol, SBAU2021 will seek to develop 
a forward-looking vision of the city of tomorrow.

5 crossroads
The Biennale windrose 

the sbau2021 is structured in the form of five figures, 
called «crossroads», who converge in their intention 
to promote a more sustainable urban growth and a
vision of the city as a collective invention.
these five figures, thematic entry points, will be used
to approach the content of the biennale’s exhibi-
tions.

• Crossroad 1 on urbanism : ABOVE X BELOW
will explore architectural and urban planning 
approaches that explore the potential interconnections
between the above and below ground layers of
the city: a strategy to increase city density and
programmatic connections, while limiting urban
sprawl.

• Crossroad 2 on architecture : 
heritage x modern
will explore the built environment, question the
notions of construction and destruction, and explore
the optimization perspectives of the existing built
environment, whether or not it is considered a 
patrimonial work. 
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• Crossroad 3 on design : CRAFT X DIGITAL
Will consider the potential of the city as an instrument
of remote production, accessible from anywhere
by everyone, in contrast to traditional spaces and
production methods.

• Crossroad 4 on lanscape : 
natural x artificial
will examine how nature is today at the heart of the
building process. It will highlight practices that give
increasing importance to the harmony between the
built environment and the presence of nature, whether
preserved, transformed or built.

• Crossroad 5 on the city : SAFE X RISK
will question the capacity of architecture and urban
planning to adapt, transform or react to the multiple
risks of the contemporary world.

To these five figures, a last one called architecture 
x infrastructure will introduce the content of the
"Thematic" exhibition. The exhibition will question
the perceived separation between Architecture and
Infrastructure: buildings usually associated with the
field of architecture and the works or installations
covered by the term "infrastructure". It will argue for
a fusion between architecture and infrastructure as a
tool and way to create a more resilient city.
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curator - dominique perrault 

As General Director of the SBAU2021, Dominique 
Perrault is also the curator for the Cities and Thematic 
exhibitions at the DDP. The Thematic exhibition will 
develop the theme Architecture X Infrastructure.

curator - archiworkshop 

Sujeong Park and Heejun Sim, founder of Archiworkshop   
have worked in broad range of European offices, such 
as Renzo Piano Building Workshop in Paris, Herzog & 
de Meuron in Basel, Behnisch Architekten in Stuttgart, 
Mecanoo in Delft, Oikos in Korea. Currently, they are an 
adjunct prof. at the Univ. of Seoul and Kwangwoon univ. 
and have also been commissioned committee member 
of the KAI and awarded Korea Young Architect Award in 
2019.

curator - choon choi

Choon Choi is an architect and associate professor of 
architecture at Seoul National University. He was a co-
curator and artist for the Korean Pavilion at 2018 Venice 
Biennale, and participated in group exhibitions at the 
National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art 
(Seoul 2016, Gwacheon 2019, 2017), Ilmin Museum (2013), 
and Art Sonje (2013). Prior to SNU, Choon taught at 
Korea University, Konkuk University, Columbia GSAPP, 
and Parsons School of Design.

curator - fhhh friends

FHHH Friends is an architecture design group based 
in Seoul. The studio was founded by three Korean 
architects, Han Seung Jae, Yoon Hanjin and Han Yang 
Kyu in 2013. Their first project, named the Ground Wall, 
has become the cornerstone for the group, awakening 
their perseverance and craftmanship. The studio also 
participated in various exhibitions, such as MMCA and 
SeMA.

curator - bare

BARE is an architectural studio based in Seoul 
established by Jinhong Jeon and Yunhee Choi. Their 
works have been exhibited at the Seoul Biennale of 
Architecture and Urbanism 2017 and the Korean Pavilion 
at Venice Architecture Biennale 2018. Jinhong Jeon 
graduated from the Architectural Association School 
of Architecture and Yunhee Choi graduated from 
Cambridge University and the Architectural Association 
School of Architecture. They teach at Korea National 
University of Arts.

 «cITIEs» & «ThEmaTIc» ExhIBITIons 
dongdaEmUn dEsIgn plaza (ddp)

 «gloBal sTUdIos ExhIBITIon»  
dongdaEmUn dEsIgn plaza (ddp)

 «gUEsT cITIEs ExhIBITIon»  
sEoUl hall of archITEcTUrE & UrBanIsm

 «lIvE projEcTs ExhIBITIon»  
sEWoon plaza

 «sEoUl ExhIBITIon»  
sEoUl hall of archITEcTUrE & UrBanIsm

sbau2021 curators
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sbau2021 scientific committee

for the sbau 2021, dominique perrault is relying 
on the support of a scientific committee, in charge 
of enriching the debates and the reflection on 
the biennale’s theme. the scientific committee is 
composed of experts chosen for their particular 
approach to the field of intervention of this event. 
they will have an advisory role during the event’s 
entire process.

andreas ruby
Critic and curator, Director of the 
Swiss Architecture Museum (SAM) in 
Basel. Founder of Textbild, agency 
of architectural communication, 
with Ilka Ruby.

haewon shin
Architect, founder of Lokaldesign. 
Curator of the Korean Pavilion of 
Venice Architecture Biennale 2020.

sarah m. Whiting
American architectural designer, 
Critic, and Professor. Dean and 
Josep Lluís Sert Professor of 
Architecture at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Design.

Winy maas, architect
Architect Founding partner of 
MVRDV and of The Why Factory 
think-tank, Rotterdam. Professor of 
Architecture and Urbanism at Delft 
University of Technology.

john hong
Architect, Professor at Seoul 
National University, Korea.

francis rambert
Journalist and Architecture critic, 
Director of Architectural Creation 
at the Cité de l’Architecture et du 
Patrimoine in Paris, France.

miquel adrià
Architect, Director of Arquine 
architecture magazine, Dean of 
Architecture at Centro University 
and Cultural Adviser to the Mayor of 
Mexico City.

farrokh derakshani
Architect, Director of the Aga Khan 
Award for Architecture.

Yoonhie lee
Architect, Professor at the 
Department of Architecture, Ewha 
Womans University, Seoul, Korea, 
Founder of ADSLab (Architectonic 
Design Strategy Laboratory).

barry bergdoll
Historian of modern architecture, 
Meyer Schapiro Professor of art 
history at the Department of 
Art History and Archaeology at 
Columbia University, New York.
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sbau2021 exhibitions 

exhibition
 

"thematic & 
cities"

exhibition
 

"guest cities"

exhibition
 

"seoul"

exhibition
 

"global studios"

exhibition
 

"live projects"

introduction to urban issues and current 
projects developed in invited cities around 

the world

academic research and projects developed 
in universities from 5 continents

critical exploration of the 
biennale's theme, through 

projects carried out in cities 
around the world

exploration of architectural 
creation and urban policy in 

the city of seoul

the biennial in motion,
events and experimental 

projects

venues of the Biennale
the biennale will be divided into five sections, 
each corresponding to an exhibition, associated 
with events and meetings, via on-site or online 
conferences.

• The "Thematic" and  "Cities" exhibitions
will  be held together for the f irst t ime in the 
Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP), an emblematic 

building in the city of Seoul, built by Zaha Hadid 
Architects. These two sections will form the main 
exhibition of the Biennale. 

• The "Guest Cities" exhibition
A selection of invited cities will present their projects 
related to the SBAU2021 theme in the Seoul Hall of 
Urbanism & Architecture (SHUA).
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SBAU 2021_VENUES
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• The "Global studios" exhibition
will offer a space to present projects resulting from 
university research. The works will take the form 
of pavilions, selected through a call for proposals 
addressed to universities around the world. These 
pavilions will also be exhibited in the DDP. 

• The "Seoul" exhibition 
will present innovative architectural and urbanism 
projects developed in the South Korean metropolis 
and will be held in the "Seoul Hall of Urbanism & 
Architecture" (SHUA). 

• The "Live Projects" exhibition 
will bring together experimental projects associated 
with public events, workshops and debates at the 
Sewoon Plaza, a building located halfway between the 
two main sites of the Biennale, the DDP and the SHUA. 
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A DISTINCTIVE SEQUENCE TO IDENTIFY EACH SECTIONS OF THE BIENNALE

DDP_ SQUENCE OF EXHIBITIONS (THEMATIC, CITIES AND GLOBAL STUDIOSEXHIBITIONS)

Seoul Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism 2021 Presentation leaflet

sbau2021 - thematic & cities exhibitions

 
dongdaEmUn dEsIgn plaza (ddp)

curator - dominique perrault 

the "thematic & cities" exhibitions in seoul's 
dongdaemun design plaza will be the main exhibition 
of the biennale. they will occupy two levels of the 
ddp as well as the large exhibition ramps, on nearly 
5000m². 

The "Thematic" exhibition will occupy the high level, 
at the beginning of the exhibition. Then the "Cities" 
exhibition will unfold in the ramp, through a succession 
of sections each corresponding to a "crossroad" or 
sub-theme. Finally, the low level will host the end of 
the exhibition with a focus on the "SAFE/RISK" sub-
theme. At the heart of this space, the Global Studios 
section, dedicated to the research of students from 
all over the world, will form the end of the journey, 
by the installation of pavilions conceived as "refuges" 
developing a reflection on this theme linked to the 
risks of the contemporary world.

 «ThEmaTIc» sEcTIon :
architecture / infrastructure

this section will question the visible separation 
between constructions usually associated with the 
field of architecture, and the works and facilities 
encompassed by the term "infrastructure". it will 
argue for a merger of architecture and infrastructure 
as a tool and a means to create a more resilient city. 
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INSIDE THE ARTWORKS CHESSBOARD

THEMATIC EXHIBITION

Seoul Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism 2021 Presentation leaflet

Infrastructure as we know it follows its own design 
logic and often responds to a unique and unchanging 
need and program. These characteristics make them 
vulnerable to changes in use or adverse circumstances, 
such as the pandemic that the world continues to 
experience.

The thematic exhibition will bring together 
architecture and infrastructure projects at the 
crossroads of contemporary questions, capable of 
broadening a definition of resilience that is often 
limited to responses to climate phenomenon. Indeed, 
it intends to express the potential for synergies 
between architects and engineers in the design 
of projects promoting flexibility, the insertion of 
new uses, design modes, links with their territories, 
considering obsolescence as an exciting and yet 
indispensable opportunity for regeneration. 

An original vision of the city factory, oriented towards 
improving our lifestyles and built environments.

some of the architects and designers who will 
contribute to the exhibition: 

- benedetta tagliabue 
- topotek 1  
- elemental
- renzo piano building Workshop
- morphosis 

...and many others!
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«cITIEs» sEcTIon:
the 5 crossroads in projects

The exhibition, deployed throughout the ramps as well 
as on the lower floor will showcase different types 
of projects and designers, through a scenography in 
the form of "constellations", in search of a definition 
of resilience under the thematic spectrum of the five 
crossroads:

- CROSSROAD 1: ABOVE / BELOW
- CROSSROAD 2: HERITAGE / MODERN
- CROSSROAD 3: CRAFT / DIGITAL
- CROSSROAD 4: NATURAL / ARTIFICIAL
- CROSSROAD 5: SAFE / RISK 

The exhibition 'Cities' ends in a room dedicated to 
the latest crossroad "SAFE/RISK". At the heart of the 
space are placed eight "refuges" of the Global Studios 
section, and the projects and research of some forty 
universities around the world on this theme.

exhibition design

The exhibition design, designed for the two levels 
and ramps of the Dongdaemun Design Plaza and 
developed with the Studio Unravel, will evoke the 
board of a chess game, in which the defined squares 
will constitute the exhibition spaces. 
The pieces (installations) will take place in the grid. 
Each exhibition perimeter will host an installation, 
contributions of different types or forms. They will 
be associated with installations named "Urban Ready 
Made", punctuating the visitor's path in order to 
provide complementary services (welcome desk, 
relaxation area, forum, meeting point, etc.).

some of the architects and designers who will 
contribute to the exhibition: 

- aires mateus e associados
- carlo ratti associati 
- Kengo Kuma & Associates
- lucy & jorge orta
- toyo ito & associates
- saif ul haque
- sanaa
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46
MARC BROSSA & ARCHIWORKSHOP 

GLOBAL STUDIOS AT  DDP
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sbau2021 - global studios exhibition

dongdaEmUn dEsIgn plaza (ddp)

curator -  archiworkshop 

refuges

The "Global Studios" section will explore the theme of 
"refuge". Students from architecture schools around 
the world will question the notion of refuge as a space 
of shelter, safety and resilience for humanity. Actively 
engaging a wide range of universities, this section of 
the Biennale will question society and the perspective 
that the new generation of architects and designers is 
able to bring in response to the extreme risk-related 
situations of the contemporary world.
The proposals will be presented in pavilions called 
"refuges", designed by the students themselves as 
prototypes of their proposals and located in the 
Dongdaemun Design Plaza. 

The notion of refuge refers to the creation of shelter, 
of protection against a threat, a fundamental need 
that is linked to the first emergence of architecture 
itself. The idea of shelter has a renewed relevance 
today in the climate change context, health crisis, 
political conflicts or economic collapses which are 
leading to population movements. While the right to 
housing is widely considered a fundamental human 
right, its achievement seems today more than ever 
an overwhelming challenge. Of course, answers to 
these crisis cannot only be assessed from the field of 
architecture or urban planning. However, by shaping 
the link between man and his environment, architecture 
and urban planning are not only the product of 
political or economic decisions. These disciplines also 
embody visions, positions or commitments. 

The relationship between shelter and architecture 
remains complex and contradictory, and also questions 
the place of the architect in this type of projects 
considered as minimal protection whose design 
issues may appear superfluous. The objective of the 
exhibition "Global Studios" will therefore question the 
role of design and the architect in the face of these 
questions and responsibilities from which designers 
can no longer escape.

some of the universities that will participate in the 
section: 

- The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
- american university of sharjah, emirats arabes unis
- rice university, houston, usa
- university of manitoba, Winnipeg, canada
- Royal College of Art, London, UK
- university of cape town, afrique du sud
- sapienza università di roma, italie

...and many others!
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sbau2021 - guest cities exhibition + seoul exhibition 

sEoUl hall of archITEcTUrE and UrBanIsm

gUEsT cITIEs ExhIBITIon
curator -  choon choi 

humanitY at the crossroads

the "cities" exhibition will be a gathering of projects 
and research developed in a hundred cities around 
the world, including brisbane, beijing, brussels, 
medellin and rome. 
it will highlight projects of different scales from the 
private sector, the public sector or public/private 
partnerships, developing innovative initiatives 
and experiences in architecture, urban policy and 
governance. 

the purpose of this biennale is to highlight actions 
that contribute to reimagining the future of our 
cities. a future capable of tightening the links 
between the city and nature, between the old 
and the new, the above and the below, the human 
and the non-human. humanity is at a crossroads. 
technological utopias will also be questioned. are 
we ready for new perspectives and a more balanced 
relationships in the processes of designing and 
building the city, taking into account its technical, 
political, ecological, economic and social aspects? 

A selection of invited cities will present proposals 
committed to the creation of the resilient city in the 
Seoul Hall of Urbanism & Architecture (SHUA).

sEoUl ExhIBITIon
Curator -  BARE 

The "Seoul" exhibition focuses on the challenges 
faced by the South Korean capital, like many other 
cities in the world, related to ecology and urban 
growth, through a selection of projects. Presented 
at the Seoul Hall of Urbanism & Architecture, the 
exhibition will offer an insight into Seoul and its future 
development, creating a productive dialogue with the 
Cities exhibition. It will present research and proposals 
rooted in the theme of the Biennale. The exhibition will 
also serve as a platform for opening up to the public 
and developing debates on the future of Seoul, a 
megacity in constant evolution.

Some of the cities represented in the Biennale: :

- bruxelles
- rome
- medellin
- berlin
- tel aviv
- copenhagen

...and many more!
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sbau2021 - live projects exhibition 
        

sEoUl hall of archITEcTUrE and UrBanIsm

curator - fhhh friends

suspicious footprint

Children walk through the city with a stick in their 
hands. Creating games and territories, from one 
sidewalk to another, from one manhole to another, 
from one wall to a door, the children draw their own 
maps and memories of the city, memory traces, 
footprints. Each neighborhood, each segment, each 
corner of the city is now defined and the object of 
projects proceeding by a juxtaposition of key words 
such as "development" or "conservation", "production" 
or "consumption", "heritage" or "trend". While these 
words may help us to grasp and understand the city, 
they also contribute to flattening our views of the city. 

"Suspicious footprint" proposes another look at the 
city, a place for fiction, for unknown or unexpected 
combinations. An exhibition made of these footprints, 
result of an exploration of the city by closing the 
eyes, on tiptoe, or by looking only at the sky. Like the 
steps of children, both free and light, the "Suspicious 
footprint" will be a crossroads of readings of the city.

 The "Live Projects" section is a bridge to open up the 
fields of architecture to a lay public. On the exhibition 
site, a living playground, located at Sewoon Plaza, 
the proposals will aim to introduce the public to 
architecture through the backdoor of exploration and 
interactivity. A journey into the imaginary of the city.

The overall theme of Live Projects will center around
“Scale.” Scale is something that transcends all fields of 
study, whether it be architecture, science, art, or even
literature. At the same time, scale is a form of measure 
that is used in order to describe, weigh, or express 
anything and everything that is around us.
But what if we can create a new form of scale? What
if we can make a new way of expressing? What if we
can create a new mode of looking at the city?

Architects of the Live Projects section structures/
pavilions :

- obra architects 
- Leehong Kim Architects
- jaewon suh
- bodaa
- alaing-er
- fhhh friends 
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CITIES & THEMATIC EXHIBITIONS @DDP

GLOBAL STUDIOS EXHIBITION @DDP 40 PARTICIPANTS 

GUEST CITIES + SEOUL EXHIBITION @SHUA 47 PARTICIPANTS 

LIVE PROJECTS EXHIBITION @SEWOON PLAZA 12 PARTICIPANTS 

201 PARTICIPANTS 

SBAU2021 PARTICIPANTS 

102 PARTICIPANTS
(including 60 CFP) 

105 PARTICIPANTS

41 PARTICIPANTS

36 PARTICIPANTS

12 PARTICIPANTS

sbau2021 participants
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6 exhibitions...
more than 190 
participants !

The Seoul Biennale will bring together more than 200 
participants, through its various exhibitions, 20% of 
whom are Korean architects. The participants will be 
of very varied profiles, young architects, researchers, 
urban planners, or recognized personalities, including 
several Pritzker laureates. 

more than 100 cities 
represented 
the seoul biennale will present projects from 
more than 100 cities around the world, from five 
continents. 
Within the main exhibition of the biennale, 25% of 
the represented cities will be asian, 35% european, 
40% from the rest of the world. 

an international call for 
proposals
in order to reflect the widest possible geographical 
variety and young creation, the seoul biennale 
launched for the first time an international call for 
projects to identify the works that will be presented 
in the biennale's main exhibition. 

This call for proposals was entirely carried out online 
from May 29 to July 31, 2020 on the official website 
of the SBAU2021 (seoulbiennale.org). Each candidate 
was invited to propose a reading of the theme of 
the Biennale through a project associated with a 
scenographic proposal.  This call for contributions 
was addressed to architects, urban and landscape 
planners, but also to all designers and organizations 
that contribute to the making of cities and 
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metropolises. 
this call for contributions was addressed to 
architects, urban and landscape planners, but also to 
all designers and organizations that contribute to the 
making of cities and metropolises. 

The numbers of submissions reflected the popularity 
of the Seoul Biennale on its continent, but also the way 
its General Director has certainly increased the event's 
visibility in Europe. 

After a first jury, 117 proposals were "shortlisted". A 
second jury refined this selection in order to finalize a 
list of about 60 selected contributors. 

In addition to this call for projects, a selection process 
by direct invitation was also carried out, to reach a 
total of 105 participants in this section. 
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abigail chang
ahmed hossam saafan
aires mateus & associados
ai-rn
al borde
alexis peYer
animali domestici
architectural/practice
architecture office
ARCHIWORKSHOP
arep
arquimaña
autonomous builders collective / abc
b.Y.o.b
barozzi veiga
bcho architects
BERnARD KHOURy / DW5
BRICKLAB
bruther
carlo ratti associati
charlotte malterre-barthes / harvard gsd
chartier dalix
collectif vous
CSK ARCHITECTS
danilo dangubic architects
dua studio
eaa - emre arolat architecture
elemental
estúdio gustavo utrabo
eva studio
federico fauli
FRAnKLIn AzzI ARCHITECTURE
freischaerler design
GALERIE PATRICK SEGUIn
gambjts
gb607 lab
geoeg
geo-graphic design lab.
glp design
GROUPWORK / ROmEO SRL
grupo aranea
hYperspandrel
hYpothesis atelier
JAKOB + mACFARLAnE ARCHITECTS
jean marc ibos mYrto vitart
jérôme chenal / ceat-epfl
jhb studio
KAzUyO SEJImA + RyUE nISHIzAWA / S A n A A
KEnGO KUmA & ASSOCIATES
KEVIn LIn AnD CLARISSA LIm
KOO JEOnG A & STUDIO
KyWC ARCHITECTS
l. gorra/t. guedes madeira/s.picotY/a.rodriguez

local
lucY & jorge orta
LUUK SCHRöDER
m. andersen/m. paulY/j. f. contreras
m.KRASTEVA / A.BAJAmAn / nAÏVE PEOPLE DESIGn
m.mUTAnDA / T.BERLAnDA / S.VIKInG
maeid + morphtopia
manuel cervantes estudio
marc mimram architect engineer & ass.
mdp michel desvigne paYsagiste
media x design lab / epfl
messina rivas architecture
mf architects
benedetta tagliabue
naco
nama - amazonian modern architecture re-
search studies
ohm office for holistic miscellanea
opposite office
orient occident atelier
pareid
productora
renato nicolodi
REnzO PIAnO BUILDInG WORKSHOP
roofscapes studio
saif ul haque
sealab
sean godsell architects
sharoni urrutia/m. de guzmán/m. roughton
soomeenhahm design 
studio dohgam
studio hartzema
studio pararaum
sunY buffalo instabilitY design lab
superellipse
thiss x ìssí
thom maYne / morphosis
TOPOTEK 1
toYo ito & associates
uaps sarl
UnCERTAInTy nETWORK OFFICE (Un-OFFICE)
vector architects
Walden architects
Wasp
West 8
WY-to
yARD (yOnSEI ARCHITECTURE RESEARCH&DESIGn)
yUKI TAKESHImA
zita - zona industrial taller de arquitectura

sbau2021 - participants 

ThEmaTIc & cITIEs ExhIBITIons
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amsterdam   CITy OF AmSTERDAm / PACO BUnnIK / SABInE GImBRERE 
angsila   DEPA/DIGITAL ECOnOmy PROmOTIOn AGEnCy / DR. PASSAKOn PRATHOmBUTR
  chat architects 
barcelona    the metropolitan area of barcelona / ramon m. torra i xicoY  
  amb / noemi martinez garcia
basel   SAm SCHWEIzERISCHES ARCHITEKTURmUSEUm / AnDREAS RUBy
  CAnTOnAL & CITy DEVELOPmEnT UnIT, BASEL-STADT CAnTOn / LUKAS OTT 
berlin   DEPARTmEnT OF URBAn DEVELOPmEnT BERLIn /mAnFRED KUHn  
  tegel project / philipp bouteiller / pia sophie laube 
bilbao   bilbao citY council / asier abaunza 
  suárez santas arquitectos 
bordeaux  arc en rêve  / fabrizio gallanti
brisbane   queensland government architect / malcolm middleton   
brussels   BRUSSELS CAPITAL REGIOn / BOUWmEESTER mAITRE ARCHITECTE KRISTIAAn BORRET  
  agWa architects/51n4e/Y ouest + rotor
chengdu  JIAKUn ARCHITECTS
copenhagen  BIG BJARKE InGELS GROUP
geneva   mICHAEL JAKOB / hepia - haute école du paYsage, d'ingénierie et d'architecture
hanoi   h&p architects
los angeles  the noW institute  / KAREn LOHRmAnn
medellin  direction of planning of antioquia / claudia garcía loboguerrero  / jorge    
  pérez-jaramillo
orléans  frac centre-val de loire /ABDELKADER DAmAnI
paris    pavillon de l'arsenal / alexandre labasse
rome   department of urban planning, roma / luca montuori  
rotterdam  het nieuWe instituut / marina otero verzier
seoul   ishida rehm studio
  gilles retsin architecture
  jisu choi
  YehWan song 
  architectural association
  EWHA WOmAnS UnIVERSITy / KyUnGWOn mOOn
shanghai   atelier fcjz 
taipei   department of urban planning and development management / Wei-bin chen  
tel aviv-Yafo-
addis ababa-
beira  COLUmBIA CEnTER FOR RESILIEnT CITIES AnD LAnDSCAPES / KATE ORFF 
madrid  directorate general for urban agenda & architecture, madrid / iñaqui carnicero 
venice  iuav resilience program / benno albrecht / eleonora carrano / jaccopo galli
xiangtan   ASIA DEVELOPmEnT BAnK / SARAH HUI LI
zurich  züRICH OFFICE FOR URBAn DEVELOPmEnT / KATRIn GüGLER   
 

   

gUEsT cITIEs ExhIBITIon



american universitY of sharjah - sarjah
architectural association - london
ASSUmPTIOn UnIVERSITy - SAmUTPRAKARn
beuth universitY of applied sciences - berlin
california college of the arts - san francisco
cornell universitY - ithaca
eWha Womans universitY - seoul
hanYang universitY erica campus - seoul
ie universitY - madrid- segovia campus
InSTITUTE FOR ADVAnCED ARCHITECTURE OF CATALOnIA (IAAC) - BARCELOnA
KEIO UnIVERSITy - yOKOHAmA / TOKyO
KOOKmIn UnIVERSITy - SEOUL
mef universitY - istanbul
mEIJI UnIVERSITy - TOKyO
national universitY of singapore - singapore
polYtechnic universitY of catalonia - barcelona
pontificia universidad católica de chile - santiago
rice universitY -  houston
roYal college of art - london
sapienza università di roma - roma
SCHOOL OF THE ART InSTITUTE OF CHICAGO (SAIC) - CHICAGO
seoul national universitY - department of design- seoul
singapore universitY of technologY and design - singapore
SLOVAK UnIVERSITy OF TECHnOLOGy - BRATISLAVA
southern california institute of architecture - los angeles
SUnGKyUnKWAn UnIVERSITy - SEOUL
sYracuse universitY - sYracuse
the bartlett school of architecture, ucl london - london
THE CHInESE UnIVERSITy OF HOnG KOnG - HOnG KOnG
THE UnIVERSITy OF HOnG KOnG - HOnG KOnG
the universitY of queensland - brisbane
tongji universitY - shanghai
universidad de alicante - alicante
universidad iberoamericana puebla - mexico 
UnIVERSITy OF CALIFORnIA - BERKELEy  
universitY of cape toWn - cape toWn
universitY of manitoba - Winnipeg 
universitY of technologY - sYdneY
virginia commonWealth universitY school of the arts - doha

sbau2021 - participants 

gloBal sTUdIos ExhIBITIon

lIvE projEcTs ExhIBITIon
Writers  jidon jung
   seol bin lee 
   yEOnG KEOn CHOnG
   SEmI PARK
   yEOn SOOK LEE
film director  DA WOOn JUnG - KIRInGRIm
graphic designer studio oYe

architects  LEEHOnG KIm ARCHITECTS
   aoa architects 
   bodaa
   obra architects
   jtparchitecture
   fhhh friends



see you in seoul!
www.seoulbiennale.org 

bureau du directeur général - sbau 2021
6 rue Bouvier 75011 PARIS / FRANCE
T + 33 (0)1.44.06.00.00
seoulbiennale@perraultarchitecture.com

seoul metropolitan government
110 Sejong-daero, Jung-gu, Seoul Republic of Korea
Tel : (Korea) +82-2-2133-7623
seoulbiennale@seoul.go.kr 

Facebook : @seoulbiennale 
Instagram : seoulbiennale 
youtube : seoulbiennale

sbau2021 organizer

seoul metropolitan government

The Seoul Metropolitan Government (SMG) oversees 
the Biennale. In collaboration with the Seoul City 
Architect and city-appointed architects, its main 
activities include overseeing the city's urban projects, 
developing pilot projects, and coordinating projects 
with the Architectural Policy Committee and the 
Citizen Design Council of Seoul City. In addition, SMG 
develops educational programs to promote a better 
understanding of Seoul City's urban projects and 
designs.




